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Room to collaborate

New ways of working require innovative work environments. As we see our workplaces evolve to more cooperative 

and dynamic spaces, we believe that an interior design should meet these renewed expectations, aiming to 

optimise and functionalise the space.

We design and manufacture unique solutions to provide inspiring collaboration experiences. Therefore, we 

work with a team of dedicated designers to create the working environment of tomorrow together. We want to take 

our customers on a journey where we commit to deliver a project according to their wishes.

We control the entire production process ourselves. All our products – from whiteboards to glass boards, from 

mobile solutions to complete wall to wall systems – are manufactured in our own factories. By real craftsmen, who 

can rely on more than 160 years of experience. Innovation based on tradition and trust is what makes the 

‘Signature by Vanerum’ brand exceptional. 
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JUNE screens provide protection between 

co-workers, offering the possibility to 

continue to collaborate and communicate.

MONDI GALLERY – composed out of 

modular elements – offers endless 

possibilities to create a collaboration space 

that bests meet the users preferences.

 VIDOC partition walls create a private 

area for concentrated work or one-on-one 

meetings.  
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Use JUNE partition walls to organise and 

reorganise spaces, ensure sanitary safety 

while allowing visual collaboration.

GLASSBOARD VOGUE enriches 

environments with its elegance. Choose any 

colour to fit the room and style.
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TIPI separates areas for meetings  

or brainstorm session in an open space, 

providing writing or sound absorbing 

surfaces.

LEAF – a stylish showcase to effectively 

communicate all kinds of messages.  

A proven concept with a neat design.
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GLASSBOARD 

FREEZE 

GLASSBOARD 

SALSA 
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“And you can dance. For inspiration”
Madonna

GLASSBOARD 

VOGUE 
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“The 
best 
colour 
in the 
world 
is the 
one 
that 
looks 
good 
on 
you.”

Coco Chanel
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GLASSBOARD Collection. An infinite palette 

of colours and possibilities. Glass boards – 

fixed or mobile – truly offer opportunities 

to design cosy environments, favourable to 

collaboration and innovation.



Shades of blue create a peace and 

tranquillity. Blue has a calming effect. It 

allows you to rest your mind, relax and take 

a break. People are supposed to be more 

productive in blue rooms. We concentrate 

more easily once relaxed, which boosts our 

productivity. 

RAL 5024

RAL 5014

RAL 5000
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Green is a harmonious colour that often 

symbolises nature and is associated with 

health, youth, safety and environmental 

awareness. With an effect both calming and 

refreshing, green creates a balance and 

stimulates creativity. 

RAL 6002

RAL 6018

RAL 6038
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Yellow is a universal solar symbol that is 

often associated with optimism, joy and 

energy. This colour attracts our attention, 

and it is often said that it sharpens memory 

and reflection. Yellow is a colour that 

encourages people to express their ideas.

RAL 1026

RAL 1018

RAL 1032
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Red is a colour that quickly attracts our 

attention and makes our heart beat a little 

faster. It is the colour that we see first and 

that we forget last. Red represents energy 

and passion, power and strength and makes 

people become more active.

RAL 3014

RAL 3028

RAL 3003
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MONDI 

GALLERY 
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“Art is not made for anybody and is, at the same time, for everybody.”

MONDI 

MUSE

Piet Mondriaan - Dutch painter
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MONDI Collection. A large choice of durable 

and recyclable materials to match any 

interior design, company identity or team’s 

needs, optimising functionality in every 

environment.
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Experience agility!

A more effective and flexible way of working 

makes it easier for teams to deliver projects 

on time and quickly tackle any problems. 

A dynamic meeting place for maximum 

collaboration with flexible furnishing for 

frequently changing teams.
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Experience productivity!

Bringing the right tools within reach of 

individuals facilitates innovations and 

maximises users experience. A cooperative 

space for sharing thoughts and developing 

new ideas together, creating new products 

in a productive community. 
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Experience creativity!

Designing and decorating a space in a way 

that is original and pleasant to look at, yet 

functional at the same time, enhances 

motivation. A place to stray away from 

typical office conventions and find renewed 

creativity.
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VANERUM DENMARK A/S
Lollandsvej 16
5500 Middelfart
Denmark
T +45 6610 9030
info@vanerum.dk
www.vanerum.dk

VANERUM FRANCE
ZAE Les Dix Muids
Rue Antoine Laurent Lavoisier
59770 Marly
T +33 (0)3 27 45 60 60 
F +33 (0)3 27 45 60 70
info@vanerum.fr
www.vanerum.fr


